2006 fz6

Refine your search. Liquid In-line Four, Four-stroke Google Ads. Refine search. There will be
more pictures available upon request. The color is actually blueish silver Yamaha calls it
cerulean silver and it contrasts nicely with the silver engine and black wheels. Tires are
Continental Contimotion with plenty of life left. Mileage is 10, and will continue to climb as I use
it semi-frequently for commuting to work or just a ride around town. Bike in pretty good
conditions naked or streetfighter I'm open to trade for GSXR. Runs awesome, ton of power, very
fastComes with Givi side bags. We have over units in stock! Extended warranties can be
purchased for units we sell at reasonable rates. We operate the largest used motorcycle
dealership in northeast oklahoma. Call and check with us, we know all the ins and outs of
shipping motorcycles. Used bikes can be shipped in the continental u. We accept pay-pal, all
major credit cards as well as the kawasaki or yamaha card, certified bank check or cash in
person. We accept paypal! Please note that while every effort goes into assuring the accuracy
of every item, price and description that we post, human errors can and do occur. Any errors
discovered and reported to us will be corrected as soon as possible. New battery, recent
service, tires in good condition and no issues whatsoever. Sharp bike, runs strong, needs
nothing. Just serviced at an authorized yamaha dealership. All fluids changed and ready for the
road. Fuel-injected R6 power and a light, strong aluminum frame. Available from December
Additional Features:Upright, comfortable riding position with great weather protection. Light,
effortless handling for urban use, comfortable long-distance cruising, and serious sport riding
too. LCD two-color instrument display with integrated bar-type tachometer on the left, and
numerical speedometer in the center also two tripmeters, clock, fuel, intake air temperature and
water temperature gauges, and usual indicator lights. Large winDual Sportcreen provides good
protection and minimal noise; anti-reversion panels on each side of the fairing reduce
turbulence. Sporty, taillight design reduces both weight and size while providing excellent
visibility. Center stand for easier maintenance. Standard toolkit and U-lock storage under the
seat. Five-point stressed-member engine mounting design consists of two crankcase mounts
per side and one mount on the left side of the cylinder head for excellent strength and light
weight. Placing the engine's crankshaft axis close to the FZ6's roll axis aiDual Sport quick
handling and light, positive steering. Bike is in great condition with recent oil change and new
battery from PCP Motorsports. It also has a Corbin 2-up seat so your significant other won't
make you pull over every 5 miles, and a Puig sports. Tires have about 3k miles good for 10k
more at least. Small upgrades including tinted windshield and low profile turn signals.
Odometer is at 13, miles, mostly freeway and used as a commuter. All stock, new windshield,
brand new rear tire; tail bag included. It combines fun and practicality like no other bike on the
road, and consistently gets near 50mpg. For information please call We have a huge inventory
of on and off road motorcycles, atv's, side by sides and watercraft. We also carry a great
selection of pre-owned units of all classes. Overall 8. Beautiful bike, rides really well, great first
bike or step up from a smaller engine size this one is cc. Around 19, miles. Tires are decent, will
last a while longer. Aspapproval powersports sanilac rd. On the Yamaha FZ6 Fazer's dash there
s a digital speedo, analog rev counter plus a fuel gauge. Fort Worth, TX 4 years showmethead.
Joplin, MO 4 years showmethead. Excellent condition.. Responsibly low miles. Awesome
yamaha fz6-s, finished in fazer red. Very low miles, clean carfax bike with good michelin tires.
Akrapovic exhaust and givi hard carrier with passenger pad. Maximum auto search is a locally
owned, family operated dealership that has been in business since We specialize in unique,
hard to find cars and trucks, and usually have over hand selected units in inventory! Unless
otherwise explicitly stated there are no warranties expressed or implied. Tambien hablamos
espanol! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Great beginner bike yet not slow either. Forgiving
response. Not in a rush to sell. Please only serious buyers. Selling cause I upgraded. Will allow
test ride with money in hand. Will count money first before test ride. Tags are expired. Clean
titlehonda kawasaki suzuki triumph ducati r6 r1 fz 6 fz fz1 cbr vfr. Clean title. Couple of minor
scrapes and small dings. The bike drives excellent. Just changed the battery and oil. This is my
06 FZ6. I am the second owner and have owned it for a year now. I purchased it with about 9k
miles from an older gentleman who mainly used it for highway riding. It rides very comfortably
with one or 2 people. I have put a new rear tire on a Bridgestone battleax rear tire on this year. I
have changed the oil every 2k miles and it has just been changed along with the filter. I have
never. Selling a FZ6 RR in great condition with only 6, miles. Runs like a brand new bike. Blue
Yamaha FZ6 with miles. I have the title in hand. The front fairing has a crack on the right side
and few other minor blemishes. The bike still runs great and there are no mods. It is a great
beginner bike! I get lots of compliments about what a cool bike it is. Use it for commuting as a
gas saver, or for cruising around on the weekends in this perfect fall riding weather. Please c.
Runs great. Quick, fun bike. New front tire. Newish rear tire and chain. Carbon fiber exhaust.
Garage kept. Very well maintained. Up for sale is a well cared for Yamaha FZ6. Bike has

approximately miles. Used for highway commuting only. No track use. Chain and sprockets
recently replaced. Clean title and maintenance records included along with some assorted
spare parts. Bike has never been crashed. Normal cosmetic wear for its age. Bike runs perfectly
and is a great do it all ma. City: Bakersfield, CA. Posted: 1 week ago. City: Salem, OR. City: St.
Joseph, MI. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Reno, NV. City: Sioux City, IA. City: Salina, KS. City:
Lincoln, NE. City: North Platte, NE. City: Western Kentucky, KY. Posted: 2 months ago. City:
Owensboro, KY. City: South Bend, IN. City: Central Florida, FL. Posted: 3 months ago. City:
Florida Keys, FL. City: Treasure Coast, FL. City: Ocala, FL. City: Chillicothe, OH. City: Muncie,
IN. City: Mattoon, IL. Posted: 4 months ago. City: Terre Haute, IN. City: Lima, OH. City: Decatur,
IL. City: Dayton, OH. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The engine is re-tuned for more
midrange power where it is more usable. It comes with a somewhat soft suspension that makes
it easy on beginners and very well suited for sport-touring, commuting, or just having fun on
curvy mountain roads. A significant factor making this bike a popular choice is its underseat
exhaust. Another attractive feature is its half-fairing, positioning it somewhere between a full
supersport and a naked streetfighter although in Europe and Australia the fully naked look is
available as the FZ-6N option. This motorcycle is considered the "Swiss Army Knife" of
motorcycles since it can easily handle sport riding, touring, and commuting. Many owners of
these motorcycles modify them more to their specific style of riding. Some owners just leave
them stock and enjoy the "all-rounder" capabilities. There is a large following of motorcycle
owners and many are fanatic about making their FZ6 unique and one of a kind. Because of this,
there are many aftermarket parts available. The U. Model is known internally as the FZS The
engine was a liquid cooled in-line four, four-stroke. Stopping was achieved via single disc. The
front suspension was a telescopic fork while the rear was equipped with a single shock. The
FZ6R was fitted with a 4. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was Silver engine and frame. The
Yamaha FZ6 is the naked, more streetable version of the supersport R6 beast. Sharing much of
the technology and engineering with the latter, the FZ6 is the perfect sporty commuter. Its
narrow profile and sharp handling make navigating the busy city traffic a breeze, while the
responsive throttle and confidence-inspiring ergonomics are perfect for canyon carving. The
all-new weld-free Controlled Fill die cast aluminum frame accommodates the R6 engine
perfectly, while the bars which now reach back towards the rides and the wide plush seat and
less sporty foot peg position provide excellent long-range worthiness. Just like the FZ1 was
derived from an R1 which lost its fairings and became a naked beast, the R6 gave birth to the
FZ6, a truly popular stripped-down machine with exceptional daily rideability and tons of fun
about it. Light, stiff and extremely nimble, this middleweight naked machine is all about freedom
and practicality. Great for city slicing and even greater for fast highway hauls, the FZ6 can even
become your weapon of choice for longer overnight hauls with the added luggage system and a
small fly screen. The R6-inspired engine packs plenty of punch for pretty much any type of
riding, from casual to sporty outings. With a sport frame and a cc engine that produces 98 hp at
12, RPM, the bike promises sporty performances combined with nimble and relaxing riding. The
FZ6 is not unlike an R6 with better all-day ergonomics, noticeably less plastic surrounding the
engine and a much more suitable city slicer for the active rider. With almost the whole EFI
power pf the R6, this bike is light and compact, but offers a comfy ride for hours in a row. The
styling is top-notch, with an underseat exhaust and smooth-flowing shapes for the two-up
one-piece seat. A bike derived from R6S, the street version of the R6, the FZ6 is a naked
machine which can do almost anything road-related. From commuting to canyon carving,
sporty touring with optional luggage systems and overnight weekend outings, the bike can do it
all. With plenty of power on tap from the cc engine and a lowered rev mark for the peak torque,
the FZ6 also comes with a 6-speed gearbox and progressive, predictable throttling. The fairing,
as little as it is, has been revised and offers better wind protection for more enjoyable trips. If
you like supersport performance but are not exactly fond of too much plastic around you, then
the FZ6 is your best choice for a Yamaha. The MY FZ6 is Yamaha's leading middleweight naked
bike, a machine equally suitable for both commuting and all sorts of two-wheeled fun, including
track days and sport-touring. Affordable and still packed with cutting-edge technologies, the
FZ6 proudly carries on the heritage of the R6S machine from which it was derived. The engine
was tweaked for better torque in the lower revs, while the frame and chassis undergone
modifications to provide riders with a more upright, comfortable position, while maintaining the
handling in the premium class, for both city slicing and canyon carving. Derived from R6S, the
increased-streetability version of the YZF-R6, the MY FZ6 packs even more on-road fun as it
boasts improved comfort for day-long riding and can still muster enough horsies to make a little
afraid. A true multi-purpose tool, the FZ6 is a great machine for city slicing on your daily way to
work, for fast rides around the town, weekend outings and more. Adding a luggage system even
transforms it into a pretty decent sporty tourer with just the right nerve and comfort to put a big

smile on your face during overnight trips. From CycleChaos. Yamaha FZ6 Manufacturer
Yamaha. List of Yamaha motorcycles. Categories : Naked motorcycles Yamaha motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This
page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 6-speed Final Drive: chain Clutch:
multi-plate wet clutch. Chain: x Yamalube 10w Service Manual. RevZilla will match any
advertised price on new merchandise available through another authorized U. Our goal is to
provide the best possible shopping experience to every enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll
also hear about special offers and events! How it works:. Sign in or create an accountto earn
ZillaCash on your next purchase with us. Redeem your ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with
us! See our customer service page for more details. Universal Fit Parts can be installed on
various motorcycles and may require modification. Exact Fit Parts are designed specifically for
your bike. Navigation Menu. Wish List. RevZilla offers shipping to your location! Please
reference our International Shipping Policy for details. International Shipping Policy.
Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return any unused item within 90 days for a full
refund. Start a Return Read our full Return Policy. Lowest Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less?
Submit a Price Match. See what our customers are saying about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla
Cash Rewards Program. How it works: 1. JavaScript Disabled. We have updated our Privacy
Policy. Please click here to review the updates. Fitment Universal Fit parts can be installed on
various motorcycles and may require modification. Exact Fit parts are designed specifically for
your bike. Filter 0. Clear All Apply. Garage Select a Saved Bike. Select a Bike. No saved bikes?
Use the Shop By Bike tool to search for parts that fit your motorcycle. Saved Bikes. Clear All.
Fits your Yamaha FZ6. The sportification of the Fazer makes sense in this new naked guise. For
a start it looks aggressive, mean even, and the front light has more than a passing resemblance
to the MV Brutale, which is no bad thing. Yamaha claims the FZ6 is aimed at the commuter with
attitude and the changes make sense for this kind of rider. The FZ6 feels like it is designed to
attack rows of cars. The riding position is very Hornet-esque. First, the digital rev counter,
which is next to useless on the faired Fazer, is even worse on the naked one. The slight shadow
caused by the fairing, which made the LED display almost legible on the Fazer, is missing,
rendering it about as much use as mudguards on a tortoise. The whole assembly is offset to the
right. Having recovered from this slight distraction, you then try and put the key in the ignition,
only to find the clutch cable in the way. Again, this makes resetting or changing the trip display
a palaver. I know these are slight niggles, but the key position irritated me immensely every time
I tried to put it in the hole. Yamaha is aiming this bike at the commuter with attitude, which I
reckon is me down to a T. The FZ6 is really good for commuting. On twisty roads â€” yes, there
are a few in London â€” the FZ6 is really good. It turns quickly thanks to the sporty geometry
and leverage offered by the flat bars and, once over, feels good in the corner. The FZ6 also feels
really light. The front brakes, twin two-piston sliding callipers like on the Fazer, are best
described as up to the job. Nothing special, but good enough to stop you, albeit lacking
somewhat in feel. Despite the gearing and engine being identical to the faired Fazer the FZ6
feels nippier, probably due to the impression of speed due to the lack of fairing, but
unfortunately it still retains a few of the inherent niggles of the R6 engine. For a start, the
gearbox is horrible. This is with the possible exception of the swingarm, which looks cheap in
comparison to the majority of the bike, and the build quality is a bit suspect in places. The rear
light assembly wobbles when you ride â€” alarmingly so when prodded â€” and the finish was
starting to look a bit shabby in places already. Compared to the Hornet and Z, the engine still
lets the FZ6 down a bit. The handling is on a par with the Hornet, but I reckon the Fazer knocks
it dead for looks. Skip to main content. Bikes for Sale Get Insurance. Search form Search.
Yamaha FZ6 review. The updates to the Fazer make perfect sense in this naked guise. It has the
X-factor that the faired Fazer is missing and is really good fun to ride, as well as being a top
commuter. Average: 3 1 vote. Yamaha is aiming this bike at the commuter with attitude
splice pack sp205
jeep grand cherokee zj headlight
4 flat wiring diagram
. Useless rev counter, ill thought out placement of clutch cable, horrible gearbox. Aggressive
looks, zippy through busy traffic. Latest Reviews. Yamaha MT First road test, review and specs.
BMW R 18 first impressions after 50 miles. Triumph Trident Review A quick and classy A2
middle-weight. Latest Videos. Indian FTR first impressions review. Kawasaki Z real-world review
Part one. Related Articles. UK flooding uncovers a hoard of vintage motorcycle parts. Ducati
Panigale V4R Vs. Airstrip: How fast can it go? Triumph Rocket 3 TFC power and specs
confirmed. Triumph release new pictures and full Thruxton TFC spec. How toâ€¦ Fit an
Akrapovic full exhaust system to a Yamaha Tracer. Related Videos. Akrapovic release

spine-tingling tribute to superbikes. Masters of Dirt comes to the UK. Kawasaki pitch new ZZR
against Hayabusa. This website is owned and published by Crash Media Group Limited. The
total or partial reproduction of text, photographs or illustrations is not permitted in any form.

